
 
 
Overnight stay
please book yourself. A list of
accommodation in the nearby area can
be sent on request. 
 
Catering during the seminar
5 vegetarian meals
coffee / teabreaks
Energy balance: total € 50,- 
 
Arrival at train station Ebertsheim
5 minutes walk to „Klangraum 21“
 
Arrival by car
Parking at the train station
 
 
 
Organization - Contact
Ute Kreidler 
67280 Ebertsheim
0049 6359 87634
0049 151 2429899
info@klangraum21.de
 
 
 

  
 

Ya Hazreti Mevlana - Venerated Master 
You are the door for ever open. 
Leading to enlightment those 

who live in dust and the exalted. 
Sun, moon and all the stars are at your service.

 
Calligraphy on the sikke of Rumi, Konya

 
The seminar offers a practical introduction to the Mevlevi turning tradition, based on a
specific way of breathing - the zikhr. For those already practicing, it is an opportunity to
deepen their experience.
 
On Sunday, Oct. 18th, 5 pm, a Mukabele, the turning ritual, takes place in the
Klangraum 21, "Mevlevi Semahane Ebertsheim".
The Mevlevi Sheik Dino Alloni from the Nazaré Mevlevihane (Brazil) will participate to
the ceremony.The musicians of Hosh Neva, Mannheim, will play the original Mevlevi
music for the Mukabele. At 4 pm everyone is invited to sing Illahis with the musicians.
 
Maria-Gabriele Wosien, Munich, leads the seminar. She learned the turning
meditation in 1965, and has since then been in contact with members of the Mevlevi
tradition, whose origin goes back to the Sufi mystic Jelaleddin Rumi.
www.sacreddance-wosien.net
 
Date
Friday, Oct. 16th, 6.30pm (dinner) until Sunday, Oct. 18th, 12.30pm (lunch)
Sunday Oct. 18th:
4pm: Zikhr, Illahi singing
5pm: Mukabele
6:30pm: traditional pilaw meal
 
Recommended participation fee 
€ 120, - to be paid in cash at arrival
 

Turning meditation 
of the Mevlevi Dervishes

Info

Registration
please in writing by email and with your full contact details to the organizer.
Your registration is binding. In case of cancellation until the registration
deadline, there are no costs, after that cancellation fees in the amount of 25%
of the participation fee. If a cancellation is made less than three weeks before
the beginning of the seminar, half of the participation fee must be paid.

Mevlevi Semahane Ebertsheim
- Klangraum 21 -
Alte Papierfabrik
67280 Ebertsheim
Eduard-Mann-Str. 3
67280 Ebertsheim
 
www.klangraum21.de

Registration until: 1.10.2020

http://web.de/
http://www.sakraltanz.de/
http://www.klangraum21.de/

